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การท่องเท่ียวเดินทางหน่อยครบั 



Ex.

(n.)

a van that you 

can live, cook, 

and sleep in it

We have been 

in our camper van 

for two days.

camper van



Ex.

(n.)

a dish made by 

mixing eggs together 

and frying them

I had rice and omelet 

for breakfast 

omelet



Ex.

(n.)

a wall built across a river 

that stops the river's flow 

and collects the water

My favorite place 

up to now has been 

Bhumibol Dam 

dam



Ex.

(n.)

the feeling to something or 

someone that is not what 

you were hoping it would be

The trip turned out 

to be a big 

disappointment.

disappointment



Ex.

(v.)

to take part in special 

enjoyable activities

We had a big meal 

to celebrate the trip.

celebrate 



1. รู้และเข้าใจค าศัพท์และโครงสร้างทางภาษาจากเรื่องที่อ่าน
2. สามารถน าโครงสร้างทางภาษาจากเรื่องที่อ่านมาสร้าง

เป็นประโยคใหม่ได้อย่างถูกต้อง

จุดประสงค์การเรียนรู้
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S has/have V3+ +

Present 

Perfect 

Tense



V3 = Past participle 

eat ate

do did

go went

eaten

done

gone

look   looked looked

talk    talked talked

travel  traveled traveled



We have been on the road from Phuket.



My favorite place up to now 

has been Bhumibol Dam.



We ____(?)_____over 1,000 kilometers, 

so we have already _______ 

more than half of the trip.

has drive has drove has driven

have drive have drove have driven

1 2 3

4 5 6



We have driven over 1,000 kilometers, 

so we have already ___(?)____ 

more than half of the trip.

do did done

have do have did have done

1 2 3

4 5 6



Instructions: Rearrange words in each item to make 

a meaningful sentence.

Exercise 1  “Correct It”

I have traveled around.

I havetraveled around.



1. Get into groups of 5.



2. Get word cards from the teacher.



3. Rearrange the cards to make 

a meaningful sentence.

I have traveled around.



4. Ring the bell when you finish.



Instructions: Rearrange words in each item to make 

a meaningful sentence.

Exercise 1  “Correct It”

I have traveled around.

I havetraveled around.



1

Correct Sentence

have on road We

the Phuket from been



1

.

Correct Sentence

have on

road

We the

Phuketfrom

been



2

Correct Sentence

over kilometers have

1,000 We driven



2

Correct Sentence

over

kilometers

have

1,000

We driven

.



3

Correct Sentence

the done We more

already trip of have half

than



3

Correct Sentence

the

doneWe morealready

tripof

have

halfthan .



4

Correct Sentence

been up My to

Bhumibol Dam now has place

favorite



4

Correct Sentence

been

upMy to

Bhumibol Dam

now

has

placefavorite

.



5

Correct Sentence

I of

lotsDoi Inthanon ofhave

seenpictures



5

Correct Sentence

I

of

lots

Doi Inthanon

ofhave seen pictures

.



Instructions: Look at the pictures and make sentences 

using Present Perfect to describe the pictures. 

Exercise 2  “Make Sentences”



Exercise 2  

“Make Sentences”

My family has bought 

many things from 

the shopping mall. 

Ex.



She has traveled to Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya.  



They have run along the seashore for an hour.



He has watched the movie for many times.



She has sung for half an hour. 



They have gone hiking since yesterday. 



They have had dinner since eight o’clock. 





S has/have V3+ +

Present 

Perfect 

Tense



V3 = Past participle 

wake woke

sleep slept

fly    flew

woken

slept

flown

die   died died

cry   cried cried

study   studied studied



My Travel Blog

ใบงานที่ 1 “Cluster Diagram”
ใบงานที่ 2 “My Travel Blog”
สีไม้

สิ่งที่ต้องเตรียม 

บทเรียนครั้งต่อไป



So much of who we are 

is where we have been. 

- William Langewiesche -


